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Welcome to our
Annual Service Report
for 2017-18
Last year, Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service
maintained a secure financial position which
enabled us to keep investing in people,
training and equipment.
Our emergency cover review confirmed that
we are able to respond safely and effectively
and that no changes to staffing or fire engines
are required.
That said, we’ve made savings of £18.5m over
the last six years and will continue to look for
ways to be more efficient, more effective and
to allow us to keep re-investing in the Service.
Our employees provide a first-rate response to
the people of Lancashire and we are steadfast
in ensuring that they have the best equipment
and training available.
Last year we created a state-of-the-art multi
compartment firefighting unit, the first of its
kind in the UK, to provide an unrivalled training
environment that is closer to real fires than
ever before.
A water tower (Stinger), a new concept in fire
engines that enhances firefighting capability
and minimises the extent and cost of damage
to homes and businesses, was successfully
trialled and adopted into our fleet, with a
second vehicle due to be purchased this year.
These aren’t the only ways we’ve been making
Lancashire safer. Our collaborations have
grown stronger and wider, as we’ve
undertaken broader activity that is having a
real impact on people’s lives such as gaining
entry during medical emergencies and
searching for missing people.
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Our prevention service has become more
targeted with fire safety, home security and
health interventions now delivered to the most
high risk and vulnerable members of our
communities as part of extended home fire
safety checks.
Work to build a new combined fire and
ambulance station in Lancaster is nearing
completion and will provide a fantastic base
to serve the local area from when it opens
this year.
32 new wholetime firefighter recruits from a
diverse range of backgrounds entered the
Service last year, with another 89 set to join
this year and next. Managers and aspiring
leaders have benefitted from a wide ranging
leadership development programme to
support and inspire them to positively
influence our culture and embed our values.
The achievements set out in this report
demonstrate we are a strongly performing and
forward-thinking Service that is leading the
way in finding new ways to work that improve
services for the people of Lancashire.
Chris Kenny
Chief Fire Officer

Our year in numbers

5,112 fires
944 accidental
dwelling fires
85% of damage limited
to the item first ignited
or the room of origin
minimising property loss
6 people lost their
lives in fires
38 casualties –
the lowest in 10 years
1,178 schools and
42,558 pupils visited
for prevention education
14,319
home fire
safety checks
Over 10,000 people
took part in road safety
education packages
47 wholetime
and 57 retained
firefighters recruited
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15,840 incidents
attended
Average
attendance
time 7 mins 52 secs
Retained fire engines
available to respond
to incidents
90% of
the time

52 missing
person searches
1,082 gaining entry
to property incidents
545 road
traffic
collisions

116 fire safety
enforcement
notices issued
10 businesses
prohibited
from operating

Annual Service Plan
Progress Report
Our Annual Service Plan for 2017 detailed a range of projects, action plans
and priorities for completion during the year. Here we report on the progress
made against each of these items.

Preventing fires and other
emergencies from happening
and Protecting people and
property when they happen
Actively participate in Health and
Wellbeing Boards
We now have representatives on Health and
Wellbeing Boards and are working towards
agreeing more information sharing agreements, in
order to help us reach the most vulnerable people
in our communities.
Implement safe and well visits
across the Service
These visits were piloted at seven
stations and have now been implemented
Service-wide as part of extended home fire
safety checks. All community fire safety and
operational staff are trained to deliver the
visits. Feedback and data from the visits are
being collected and analysed, with quality
assurance work and an evaluation process
due to commence.

Deliver action plans for Start Safe, Live Safe,
Age Safe and Road Safe
As part of our prevention action plans for the
year, we now have seven fire cadet units across
the county which are helping to develop young
people to achieve their potential and increase
their contribution to the wider community. We
have also explored volunteering opportunities,
progressed Dementia Friends awareness
sessions and developed a new road safety
package for Year 6 pupils.

Responding to fires and
other emergencies quickly
and competently
Roll out emergency first responding

Evaluation of the water tower (Stinger)
The innovative Stinger appliance was thoroughly
evaluated while based at Blackburn Fire Station
and was found to significantly enhance firefighter
safety and firefighting capability. It also minimises
damage and associated costs to businesses and
homes. As a result, a second appliance is due to
be purchased in 2018/19.

Due to the national position regarding proposed
changes to the traditional role of firefighters, since
the end of this pilot project it has not been
possible to continue activity across the Service.
We are monitoring the situation nationally and
remain committed to saving lives in Lancashire.

Strengthening and improving our
Retained Duty System (RDS)
This is a rolling annual programme of work
designed to support and strengthen the delivery of
services through our RDS units. Over the last year

Embed PORIS
The Service has embedded a revised Provision of
Risk Information to Staff (PORIS) framework, to
collate accurate risk information which is reducing
potential risks to staff when attending incidents.
This was the third generation of PORIS and
closure and evaluation activities have taken place.
Emergency services mobile
communications project
This is a nationwide project to replace the
communications network used by all emergency
services. There have been some delays and
changes at national level, however the work is still
ongoing and we remain committed to the project.
As such, it is carried over to the 2018/19 Annual
Service Plan and will be part of our plans for the
considerable future.
Multi compartment firefighting training unit
This bespoke training unit is an example of our
innovative approach to research and
development. The project has delivered an
unrivalled training environment that provides
realistic firefighting scenarios. It is pioneering ‘hot
fire’ training and Lancashire is the only service in
the country to have a paraffin injected facility.

Emergency Cover Review
The Emergency Cover Review confirmed that we are
able to respond safely and effectively and that no
changes to staffing or fire engines are required. As
part of this review, we identified two new projects for
the 2018/19 Annual Service Plan: to trial a firefighter
pre-alerting system and to evaluate the possible
benefits of using a dynamic cover tool.
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we have completed a number of projects, the
most notable of which was a review of pay
arrangements. The changes have resulted in a
fairer system and approximately 90% of our
retained firefighters are now better off financially.
We continue to actively recruit to retained
positions, using specialist retained support officers
to engage and retain staff in these important roles.

Strengthen our operational assurance
Incident command units
We have reviewed our options for replacing
incident command units and have delivered a
number of potential specifications. This item has
been carried over into the 2018/19 Annual Service
Plan to agree a final specification, and carry out
tendering and procurement. This work involves
building a full-size replica of the recommended
specification to test it operationally.

An app to improve our assurance monitoring
system is currently in development. This will allow
for greater learning and assurance opportunities
after incidents, and enable firefighters to submit
information on mobile devices and desktop
computers. We are also well underway with a
national project to introduce National Operational
Guidance, which will bring consistency across all
fire and rescue services. Both of these assurance
projects continue to be priorities in 2018/19.

Valuing our people so they can
focus on making Lancashire safer
Implement a leadership conference
We have delivered a second round of leadership
development events attended by all our line
managers with input from the Chief Fire Officer as
well as specialist trainers and guest speakers. We
aim to evaluate our work to ensure that it is
having an impact and developing our leaders with
the appropriate skills and competencies to
embed our values and deliver our aim of keeping
Lancashire safer.

Review images, symbols and
recognition of staff
This project was not completed during the
planning year and while it is still something the
Service plans to complete, has not been identified
as a priority for 2018/19. Our staff reward and
recognition scheme will be looked at following a
staff survey and as part of internal engagement
work throughout the coming year.
Deliver an apprentice strategy

Build a strong and resilient workforce
Further embed equality, diversity and inclusion
in all aspects of our Service
The Service will continue to embed this as
business as usual. We now have an equality,
diversity and inclusion steering group and
appointed lead officers in each of the following
areas: LGBT, women and families, race and
religion and disabilities.
Implement revised staff induction
This work has been completed and every new
member of staff now receives a training package
that focuses on our values, behaviours and
expected professional standards. Using an
e-learning package we ensure all our staff
complete training in a number of crucial areas
such as data protection, safeguarding, equality
and diversity, and health and safety.
Implement revised performance management
appraisals with a view to embedding our
organisational values
We have delivered training in relation to
performance management and further to
feedback commenced consultation with staff.
We will be engaging with our staff throughout the
year and hope to deliver a finalised system
during 2019.
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We continue to undertake a range of activities to
deliver this strategic objective. We have invested
in the physical and mental wellbeing of our staff
with new gym facilities, distress management
training and participation in Mind’s Blue Light
Programme. We lead firefighter fitness nationally
and our firefighters have the highest standards of
fitness, aided by facilities and physical training
instructors at stations. We have also reviewed our
lone worker arrangements and methods of critical
incident debriefing.

We have produced an apprenticeship policy and
carried this work over into our Annual Service
Plan for 2018/19 for implementation. We already
have a number of apprentices within the Service
in roles such as business administration, project
management and ICT, and we are seeking to
become a training provider so we can recruit and
train apprentice firefighters under the new
national apprenticeship standard.
Review day crewing at day crewing stations
During the planning year we completed a review
of our day crewing shift arrangements at various
stations across Lancashire. As a result, we’ve
brought in flexible day crewing at Bacup, Leyland
and Ormskirk fire stations where crew members
provide the same level of cover but in a more
flexible rostering system.
Develop leadership capability to support our
organisational culture and develop leaders
now and for the future
During the year we have delivered a number of
new development sessions covering topics such
as: leading a team, performance management,
effective use of disciplinary and grievance
procedures, recruitment and selection
incorporating unconscious bias and managing
absence. In addition, two new e-learning modules
have been introduced on managing stress and
health and safety.

Delivering value for money
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Invest in training facilities

In addition to the priorities set out in our Annual
Service Plan, we provide a wide range of
services throughout the year to help keep the
people of Lancashire safe. In this section we’d
like to highlight some of the crucial work
delivered last year.

This item will continue into our Annual Service
Plan for 2018/19. We have completed some
aspects of scoping work in relation to proposed
area based training hub(s) and are gathering data
to confirm the demand for such a facility. This
data will underpin the business case to progress
any options to build these facilities. In addition, a
structural survey has been commissioned to
consider refurbishment of the firehouse training
unit at our training centre in Chorley, with an
options report soon to be concluded.

Strategic alliance with
Lancashire Constabulary
We already have a long and successful alliance
with Lancashire Constabulary and this item
reflects our ambition to continue to work
collaboratively for the benefit of the people of
Lancashire. Last year saw the Deputy Chief
Officers of both organisations sign a statement
of intent to work closely together on a wide
range of projects, with a collaboration board
set up and range of projects already underway.
This work continues into our 2018/19 Annual
Service Plan.

Property collaborations and co-locations
Lancaster’s new combined fire and ambulance
station is nearing completion, a project we
have worked on with North West Ambulance
Service from start to finish and that will see
both emergency services share brand new
facilities. We will continue to explore opportunities
to co-locate and collaborate with other partners,
which remains a priority in 2018/19.

Our protection team supports local businesses to
reduce risk and takes action against those that fail
to comply with fire safety legislation. During the
year we served 116 fire enforcement notices on
Lancashire businesses to ensure they comply
with fire safety regulations and standards. We
prohibited 10 businesses from operating as a
result of non-compliance and brought three
successful prosecutions to court.

Information Management Strategy

Building a fleet and transport workshop
Some initial planning activity to expand existing
fleet and transport workshops at our training
centre in Chorley has been completed, and this
project will now also include replacements and
facilities upgrades to other areas of the site. As
such, this project has been carried over to our
2018/19 Annual Service Plan.
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A large part of our prevention work last year
focussed on dementia. We delivered Android
phones to all our officers who lead on dementia,
allowing them to read dementia tags. These
electronic tags are worn by those living with
dementia and carry a chip which can be read
using a smartphone. This is revolutionary
technology and can help us contact a relative or
carer if needed, or help someone return home. In
addition, we are now represented on all local
Dementia Action Alliances throughout Lancashire,
which means we can support communities to
become dementia friendly.

The Information Management Strategy is our
long-term ambition to improve our systems, the
information they hold and the processes that
govern them. Key work streams are being
progressed and this is a project that will develop
over several years. As a result, this has been
carried over for further work within our 2018/19
Annual Service Plan.

Successful collaboration with local authorities on
the Springboard project has resulted in the
sharing of adult social care data, which is allowing
us to more accurately profile high risk households
in the county. Combined with home fire safety
checks, this is allowing us to more effectively
allocate our resources towards providing
interventions to the most high risk and vulnerable
members of our communities.
Chorley Community Fire Station has become a
successful multi-agency safeguarding hub, with a
number of partners coming together to help
vulnerable members of society who have
complex issues.
Our commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion to support staff and ensure we recruit a
workforce that reflects Lancashire’s diverse
communities is resulting in people from a wide
variety of backgrounds joining the Service during
our recent campaigns.
Last year saw procurement of new technical
rescue jackets, flood suits, gloves and helmets
that are being rolled out across the Service, and
we replaced six appliances and eight vans and
cars in our fleet with new vehicles.
We have established a worldwide reputation
for emergency service drone training and
operations, with one of the busiest drone teams
in Europe. In addition to providing an eye-in-thesky to help firefighters fight fires more effectively,
we are the first fire and rescue service to locate a
missing person using the drone working with
Lancashire Constabulary.
Following a successful audit in February 2018, the
Service retained international health and safety
and environmental management standards.
During 2017/18 formal recognition was given,
with the award of the Chief Fire Officer’s
Commendation, for outstanding acts of courage
and resourcefulness in saving lives to fifteen
firefighters, a North West Fire Control operator
and a member of the public.

Major Incidents

Car work shop fire in Mawdesley,
May 2017

b

d

Multiple fire engines, the Stinger and our air
support unit attended this commercial property
fire. (a)
Pylon rescue in Penwortham, August 2017
Crews including rope rescue units and the
drone attended a person trapped on an
electricity pylon 20 metres from the ground.
The casualty was rescued successfully.
Explosion in Blackpool, September 2017
Multiple fire engines, rope rescue and urban
search and rescue teams, along with a dog unit
from Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service
attended a gas explosion in a house in
Blackpool. Two casualties were rescued from
the building. (b)

f

Flooding across Lancashire,
November 2017
We dealt with 171 incidents over nine hours
when heavy rain fall caused flooding in part
of Lancashire. Firefighters from across the
county were involved in the response which
included rescues of 76 people and a number of
animals. (c)

a

Waste site fires in Blackburn,
September and November 2017
Multiple fire engines, aerial ladder platforms and
the drone attended fires involving large amounts
of waste at a site in Blackburn. (d)
Missing person search, November 2017
We became the first fire and rescue service to
locate a missing person using the drone when
we assisted in the search for a 73 year old male
living with dementia.
Commercial premises fire in Brindle,
January 2018
Ten fire engines, two aerial ladder platforms and
a Stinger attended a large commercial building
fire in Brindle. (e)
Outbuilding fire in Tarleton, March 2018
Six fire engines and an aerial ladder platform
along with the drone attended a large fire in an
outbuilding in Tarleton. (f)
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National Events

2017/18 saw a number of tragic events across
the country that will continue to have a profound
effect on fire and rescue services in the coming
years. While none of these events occurred in
Lancashire, we must always take the opportunity
to review and improve how we operate and
identify where lessons can be learned.

Liverpool Echo Arena car park fire

Grenfell Tower fire

We carried out prompt fire safety inspection
reviews of all multi storey car parks within
Lancashire and operational crews inspected
car parks in their areas to ensure
preparedness in the event of a similar fire.

This tragic fire on 14 June 2017 claimed the
lives of 72 people in a tower block in West
London. We immediately looked at our
response arrangements to high rise incidents
which led to changes, such as sending a
drone to all incidents of this type. In addition,
all residential high rise premises in Lancashire
were inspected and we helped Greater
Manchester Fire and Rescue Service inspect
170 high rise buildings.

This incident began in the early hours of the
morning on 1 January 2017 and destroyed
nearly 1,400 vehicles. In Lancashire, our
quick reaction to a request for mutual
assistance led to six fire engines providing
cover at the incident for a substantial period
of time.

We are currently reviewing mutual aid
arrangements with our neighbouring services
and have established a liaison officer role for
future large scale deployments. This officer
will be mobilised to the affected fire and
rescue service to ensure our resources and
communications are effective.

Manchester Arena attack and the
Kerslake Report
The terrorist attack on 22 May 2017 led to the
deaths of 22 people attending a music concert
and over 800 people received physical or
psychological injuries. While the Kerslake
Report made a number of recommendations
that are being considered by the Lancashire
Resilience Forum, we moved quickly with our
partners to test our response to similar events.
This led to immediate improvements in both
the methods and technology we use to
communicate with other emergency services.
We have also improved our response to
incidents of this type by increasing the speed
and amount of resources with which we
deploy to a scene.
New operational and tactical plans have been
created and further training has been
delivered, including exercises to examine
officer decision-making in such events to
ensure they are as prepared as they can be.
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Salisbury chemical incident
The Salisbury incident on 4 March 2018 left
three people hospitalised from a suspected
chemical weapon attack, including a police
officer responding to the emergency call.
The incident (and subsequent assessments
from the Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre) has
caused the Service to review response
arrangements to chemical, biological,
radiological, nuclear and explosive
(CBRNe) attacks.
New operational and tactical CBRN plans have
been introduced and pre-determined
attendances will ensure suitably trained
officers are placed in command locations. In
addition, a number of our firefighters are
attending national CBRN command training to
increase resilience and ensure we are
sufficiently prepared should such an incident
occur within Lancashire.
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